
ABSTRACT: 

My bachelor thesis is concerned with attachment and internet addiction. Therefore it 

attempts to establish correlation between these two terms through four research questions. 

These questions focus on presence of both the attachment types and scores for dimension of 

avoidance and anxiety in terms of extent gravity of internet addiction either by respondents at 

risk of potential addiction problems or by respondents already showing some symptoms of 

addiction.  

Theoretical part deals with definition of the internet addiction, its division, diagnose 

and prevalence in the Czech Republic. There is also described the attachment in general and 

consequently types of the attachment occurring during childhood and adulthood are 

mentioned as well. There are foreign researches in the last chapter of the theoretical part 

describing relations between the attachment and the internet addiction. You can find 

methodology description of the research in the research part and there are also the results of 

gained data. Data collection was provided by the questionnaires at forums of online games. 

Studied group consisted of 236 respondents (91,2% men, 8,8% women), all of them playing 

online games. Data processing was done with the program SPSS-statistic analysis through 

consequential tests: chi-squared distribution and t-test.  

There was found presence of insecure attachment both within group of respondents at 

risk of potential addiction problems and within group of respondents already showing some 

symptoms of addiction. At the same time, these respondents had more often insecure 

attachment with father than mother. In most cases the attachment type related to partner and 

friend was the preoccupied type. On the other hand, it was the secure type with mother and 

the dismissing type with father. Also you can find by these respondents higher occurrence of 

the score for the avoidance dimension comparing with anxiety dimension by attachment with 

mother, father and attachment in general. As far as the attachment with partner or friend is 

concerned, there was found conversely-higher score for anxiety than for avoidance dimension.  
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